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ABSTRACT
Huang, Yuqian M.S.E., Purdue University, December 2016. Pattern Exploration and
Event Detection from Geo-tagged Tweets. Major Professor: Jie Shan.
Twitter is one of the most famous social networking services in the world. With
313 million monthly active users, Twitter can produce around 6,000 tweets per second,
which corresponds to around 500 million tweets per day and around 200 billion tweets
per year. Besides being a successful company, Twitter provides a great opportunity to
scientists from various disciplines. Twitter allows users to tweet with a location tag,
which enables the connection of virtual networks to the events happening in real life.
Because of the massive amount of valuable geographic information, location-based
services, targeted advertising, and social network studies could benefit considerably
from the Twitter dataset.
There are two primary objectives in this research. One is to identify the tweeting
patterns of individual users; the other is to retrieve public events as well as to detect
potential events. To identify the patterns of an individual user, this research selects
the tweets from this user within a particular time period. The tweets are grouped by
the hour of the day and then the density-based spatial clustering of applications with
noise (DBSCAN) method is applied to cluster the tweets from every hour. Based
on this method, the tweets are classified into different clusters without predefining
the number of clusters. With the calculation of the spatial and temporal probability
of every cluster, the probability of the appearance of the user in a particular area
at a given time can be predicted. In event detection, the whole dataset is grouped
by the day of the year, and the daily dataset is classified into clusters through ST-
DBSCAN (Spatial-Temporal DBSCAN) to discover events. The word frequency of
xiii
every cluster is analyzed. The Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm is applied
to every cluster to understand the potential topics.
The proposed workflows for these objectives are tested in four college cities: (1)
West Lafayette, Indiana; (2) Bloomington, Indiana; (3) Ann Arbor, Michigan; and
(4) Columbus, Ohio. The results and analyses are presented in this thesis. On this





Twitter is an online social networking service as well as one of the most popular
microblogging services in the world. Twitter is used by millions of people worldwide,
allowing them to remain socially connected to their friends, family members, and
co-workers [1]. It allows users to send and read up to 140-character short messages
called ‘tweets’. Twitter users can follow others or be followed. A user can follow
any other user, but the user is not required to follow back. Becoming a follower on
Twitter means that the user receives all the messages (called tweets) from those the
user follows. The common practice of responding to a tweet has evolved into a distinct
markup culture: RT stands for retweet, ‘@’ followed by a user identifier addresses the
user, and ‘#’ followed by a word represents a hashtag [2].
Twitter was created in March 2006 by Jack Dorsey, Evan Williams, Biz Stone,
and Noah Glass and launched in July 2006. It rapidly gained popularity worldwide,
with more than 100 million users posting 340 million tweets per day, mostly mobile,
in 2012 [3]. In 2016, Twitter had more than 313 million monthly active users and 1
billion unique visits monthly to the websites with embedded tweets [4]. Twitter is
a treasure for social researchers, which allows them to use real-time programmatic
access to the massive twitter data via APIs. These data have useful implications for
human geography, geographic disease and influenza trends, location-based services,
targeted advertising, urban science, and social network studies.
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1.2 Motivation and Problem Statement
Twitter enables users to upload their tweets with locations, i.e., geo-tagged tweets.
With the strength of this feature, many crowd-sourced sensing and collaboration
projects can benefit from this kind of Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI).
These geo-tagged tweets allow the detection of events in the real world. There are
at least three questions to ask about an event: When did it happen? Where did it
happen? What happened? Because a tweet contains time-stamp, geo-location, and
text information, it is a perfect data source for research. However, it needs proper
study methods. The difference between this new kind of data and the traditional
survey data, observation, etc. is that it is not only easy to collect but also difficult to
categorize.
In one particular area, there might be hundreds of thousands of active users con-
tributing their tweets sets, and their topics could vary from celebrating a birthday in
a famous restaurant to sharing a sad break-up in the corner of a park. In this case,
it is hard to identify separate topics from the massive data set.
1.3 Research Objectives
There are two major questions in the research:
1. What were the daily patterns of an individual user?
2. What has happened in the cities?
For the first question, this research does not focus on identifying every event the
user has encountered, instead seeking to uncover the patterns in the userś daily life.
For the second question, this research will seek to determine the three aspects of a
particular event: temporal, spatial, and semantic patterns.





Event detection has long been a research topic [5]. One of the underlying assump-
tions of event detection is that some related words will show an increased usage when
an event is happening.
Phuvipadawat and Murata presented a method to collect, group, rank, and track
breaking news from Twitter [6]. Weng and Lee proposed an event detection method
based on the clustering of discrete wavelet signals produced from words generated by
Twitter [7]. Pennacchiotti and Popescu focused on identifying controversial events
that provoke public discussions with opposing opinions on Twitter, extracting events
and their descriptions from Twitter [8]. Benson et al. presented a novel approach to
identify Twitter messages for concert events with a factor graph model [9]. Lee and
Sumiya introduced a real-time geosocial local event detection system to recognize local
festivals based on modeling and monitoring crowd behaviors with Twitter data [10].
Sakaki et al. exploited tweets to detect specific types of events such as earthquakes
and typhoons. They trained a support vector machine (SVM) on a manually labeled
Twitter data set to detect earthquakes and typhoons [11]. In the succeeding work,
they incorporated semantics analysis in the event detection system [12]. Walther and
Kaisser presented an approach to detect geospatial, real-world events in real time by
analyzing the Twitter stream and could tell whether or not clusters of tweets issued
temporally and spatially close to each other describe a real-world event [13]. Huang
and Wong presented a method to model and visualize Twitter users’ mobility patterns
with DBSCAN [14].
1.4.2 Technical Approach
For the goals of event detection via Twitter, information on at least three dimen-
sions is crucial: spatial, temporal and textual information.
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Spatial information is one of the most important dimensions in event detection,
and spatial clustering methods are widely used. k-means [15] and the EM (Expecta-
tion Maximization) algorithm [16] are popular partition methods. k-means clustering
aims to partition the data of observations into k clusters, and every data point is
marked as a part of the cluster with the nearest mean, constructing a prototype of
the cluster. EM is a method for determining the maximum likelihood or the maxi-
mum posterior estimates of the parameters in statistical models. In addition, there are
also density based methods for spatial clustering. A typical method is DBSCAN [17],
which is an acronym for ‘Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise’.
The idea behind DBSCAN is that given a set of points in space, it groups the points
that are shared with many nearby neighbors, marking the isolated points that are
far away from others as outliers. After the emergence of DBSCAN, some extensions
emerged from it, such as GDBSCAN [18], OPTICS [19], and SUBCLU [20]. OP-
TICS is one of the most important extensions of DBSCAN for combining the ideas
of DBSCAN and hierarchical clustering.
Besides using spatial clustering alone, some researchers have attempted to combine
the analysis of spatial and temporal information. One implementation is spatial scan
statistics [21], which searches spatio-temporal cylinders. If the density of events of
the same type is higher than the events of other types, it indicates places where
the events occurred consistently for a significant amount of time. Another one is
ST-DBSCAN, which is an extension of the DBSCAN algorithm used to handle the
clustering spatio-temporal data. The major improvement of ST-DBSCAN is that it
incorporates the date of time dimension during the clustering process and uses the
thresholds to define both spatial and temporal neighbors.
In addition to examining the spatial pattern and temporal pattern of the event,
we must understand the content of the events and extract the topics that occur in the
tweets. In natural language processing, a topic model is a type of statistical model
that is referred to as a probabilistic topic model, which is used for extracting potential
‘topics’ hidden behind the documents or texts [22].
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In the early times of topic modeling, Papadimitriou et al. presented a method
called latent semantic indexing (LSI) [23]. LSI is able to analyze relationships among
a set of documents and the terms they contain by producing a set of concepts. After
the appearance of LSI, another method called probabilistic latent semantic indexing
(pLSI) was created by Hofmann [24]. Compared to LSI, which derives from linear al-
gebra and downsizes the occurrence tables, pLSI is based on a mixture decomposition
procured from a latent class model. Further, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) was
presented in 2003 [25], and it is one of the most popular topic models currently in use.
It is a generalization of pLSI developed by David Blei, Andrew Ng, and Michael I.
Jordan. LDA allows documents to have a mixture of topics. In LDA, each document
may be viewed as a mixture of various topics. LDA is similar to pLSI, except that
the topic distribution of LDA is assumed to have a Dirichlet prior. Essentially, the
LDA model is the Bayesian version of the pLSI model. In practice, LDA is able to
produce more reasonable mixtures of topics in a document.
Because the LDA model is highly modular and easy to extend, some extensions
emerged from LDA. One approach is the hierarchical LDA (hLDA) [26], where the
nested Chinese restaurant process is used to join topics in a hierarchy. Another
extension of LDA is the hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP) [27], which addresses
the problem that the number of topics is not known a priori and allows topics to be
arranged in a hierarchy, whose structure can be studied from data.
1.5 Structure of the Thesis
The thesis is divided into five chapters to achieve the overall objectives and to
answer all the above-mentioned questions.
• Chapter 1 includes the motivation, problem statement, research questions, re-
search objectives, and a review of the related work.
• Chapter 2 describes the methodologies used for different objectives.
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• Chapter 3 presents the study areas, Twitter data, and revealed patterns.
• Chapter 4 presents the results and discusses the detected events.
• Chapter 5 provides the conclusions of the research, answers to the research




The major goal of this research is to understand the pattern of usersd́aily routines
as well as the events that happened in the cities.
For an individual user, the spatial clustering method used is DBSCAN. Userś
tweets would be grouped by hours and then be applied to DBSCAN [14]. After this
processing, the spatial patterns of an individual user can be pictured by hours.
DBSCAN is inadequate for public event detection because the temporal scale
of events is varied, and thus a new method named ST-DBSCAN [28] is used. ST-
DBSCAN is based on DBSCAN and with some marginal extensions to DBSCAN.
ST-DBSCAN aids in clustering for data with both spatial and temporal dimensions
at the same time.
Besides spatial and temporal information, textual information could help us to
identify the content of potential events. This research uses stop words to filter the
most common words and sorts words based on descending word frequency, which
helps to identify keywords and content structure of every identified cluster.
2.2 Daily Pattern of Individual Users
2.2.1 Spatial Clustering
DBSCAN is the primary method for clustering individual tweets, and it is an
unsupervised data clustering algorithm [17]. Unlike k-means [15], one of the most
popular clustering methods, which requires providing the number of clusters, DB-
SCAN does not need the number of clusters to be specified. Another good feature
of DBSCAN is that it can detect the clusters that are non-linearly separable, which
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could be helpful in analyzing the complex tweeting patterns of different users. Also,
DBSCAN is robust to outliers and is able to detect and remove the noise from clusters
and keep the data set clean.
DBSCAN requires two parameters: the maximum distance between neighbor
points (ε) and the minimum number of points which are required to form a dense
region (minPts). DBSCAN classifies the points as core points, reachable points, and
outliers as follows [17]:
1. A point p is a core point if at least minPts points are within distance ε (ε −
neighborhood ) of it. These points are considered to be directly reachable from
p. No points are directly reachable from a non-core point.
2. A point q is reachable from p if there is point chain: a path p1, ..., pn with
p1 = p and pn = q, where each pi+1 is directly reachable from pi.
3. All points that are not reachable from any other point are outliers.
Figure 2.1 (adapted from [29]) shows the procedure of clustering [17]:
1. The process starts with an arbitrary point that has not been visited. For in-
stance, point A, then the ε− neighborhood of this point is retrieved, and since
its ε− neighborhood contains a sufficient number of points, a cluster is initial-
ized. Otherwise, the point is labeled as noise. Note that this point might be
found in a sufficiently sized ε− neighborhood of a different point, and hence it
could be part of a cluster later.
2. The cluster tries to expand itself. If a point is a dense part of a cluster, its
ε−neighborhood is also a part of the cluster. Hence, all points which are within
the ε−neighborhood are added into the cluster, as is their own ε−neighborhood
when they are also dense.
3. This process continues until the dense-connected core of the cluster is com-
pletely found. Then, a new unvisited point is retrieved and processed through
procedures 1 and 2, which leads to the identification of a further cluster or noise.
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Figure 2.1.: Propagation of DBSCAN Clustering (Red: Core Points, Yellow: Reach-
able Points, Blue: Outliers)
In Figure 2.1, the minPts is 4. Point A and the other red points are core points
because the area surrounding these points in an ε radius contains at least 4 points
(including the point itself). Since they are all reachable from one to another, they
form a single cluster. Points B and C are not core points, but they are reachable
from A (via other core points), and thus they are parts of the cluster as well. Points
E and D are noise points because they are neither core points nor density-reachable
points.
In Figure 2.2, the tweets from the user between 12 PM and 1 PM are pulled out for
the clustering. The parameters are 100 meters for ε and 4 for minPts. On the map,
the circles represent the clusters after the DBSCAN clustering, while every Twitter
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icon accounts for a single tweet at the particular location. The tweets inside a circle
are classified as members of the cluster, while the tweets not inside any circles are
taken as noise.
Figure 2.2.: Example of DBSCAN Clustering on Twitter Data
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2.2.2 Comprehensive Probability
The goal of utilizing comprehensive probability is to figure out the probability of
userś activities and to understand the structure of userś pattern.
The comprehensive probability consists of two parts: spatial and temporal proba-
bility. The product of these two parts reflects a comprehensive probability of a userś
activity (Equation 2.1) [14].
P = Ps · Pt (2.1)
In Equation 2.1, P is the comprehensive probability, Ps is the spatial probability,
and Pt is the temporal probability.
The variable Ps is defined by the ratio between the number of tweets in a cluster
and the number of tweets in the hour.
The variable Pt unlike Huang and Wongś original definition of temporal proba-
bility, which samples a major portion of tweets and provides a certainty [14], this
research defines the temporal probability in a straightforward way (Figure 2.3).
Figure 2.3.: Calculation of Temporal Probability
To calculate Pt, one hour is separated into 12 spans, and every span is 5 minutes.





2.3 Event Detection of the Public
2.3.1 Spatial-Temporal Clustering
Different from the daily routine of an individual user, detecting events of the
general public is a very complex task. We could accumulate all the tweets from
an individual user into a fixed period, such as an hour, and then apply DBSCN to
determine the possible location. For event detection, however, it is necessary to take
advantage of the temporal information more efficiently. The activity pattern of the
general public is unlikely to follow a norm as that of a person does. Most events,
especially emergencies, do not provide many clues for us to notice in daily routines.
In this situation, another clustering method named ST-DBSCAN [28] is introduced
in the research for clustering tweets of the general public. ST-DBSCAN is a clustering
method based on DBSCAN with some extensions.
DBSCAN can only process data in a spatial dimension, and one of the most im-
portant extensions of ST-DBSCAN is that it can process data with both spatial and
temporal information. Similar to DBSCAN, ST-DBSCAN has a parameter to mea-
sure the similarity of spatial value (ε1). In order to support two-dimensional spatial
data, ST-DBSCAN introduces a new parameter to measure the similarity of non-
spatial value (ε2 ), such as temporal distance [28]. For example, A(x1, y1,m1, n1)
and B(x2, y2,m2, n2) are two points, while x1, y1, x2, y2 are spatial coordinates, and




(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2
ε2 =
√
(m1 −m2)2 + (n1 − n2)2
(2.2)
In this research, the vector of temporal information is only in one dimension, which
simplifies the formula. For example, A(x1, y1, t1) andB(x2, y2, t2) are two points, while
x1, y1, x2, y2 are spatial coordinates, and t1, t2 are temporal time stamps; then ε1 and




(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2
ε2 = |t1 − t2|
(2.3)
In the example of ST-DBSCAN clustering (Figure 2.4), the data set is a virtual
environment with 200 random points within a spatial-temporal cube that is 10 meters
by 10 meters by 10 seconds. The parameters are ε1 for 1 meter, ε2 for 1 meter, and
minPts for 4 points. After the ST-DBSCAN clustering, the remaining points of the
same shape represent a cluster. Similarly, the Twitter data can be clustered in three
dimensions to detect the events.
Figure 2.4.: Example of ST-DBSCAN Classification Results (Star: Cluster 1, Trian-
gle: Cluster 2, Circle: Cluster 3, Square: Cluster 4)
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2.3.2 Textual Information
Textual information is key to event detection; without carefully looking at the
textual information, you cannot identify whether there is an actual event happening
or just a group of people bubbling about something meaningless.
This research introduces LDA as the method for processing textual information
in addition to using word frequency. LDA is a probabilistic framework for modeling
sparse vectors of text data. Its key idea is based on the hypothesis that a pile of
sentences or a document contains certain topics [30]. A topic refers to picking up some
words with certain probabilities from a pool of words. A mixture of different topics
could be found in the document. When the author of the document is one person,
these topics reflect the individual view of a document and personal vocabulary [30].
In event detection, the topics from LDA refer to the aspects of a particular event.
With the help of LDA, of LDA, the similarity among the data sets can be explained
by grouping the features of the data into unobserved sets.
LDA models document D as a mixture over K latent topics, and each topic
describes a multinomial distribution over a W word vocabulary. Figure 2.5 (adapted
from [31]) shows the graphic model representation of the LDA model [25]. In Figure
2.5:
• α is the parameter of the Dirichlet prior on the per document—topic distribu-
tions
• β is the parameter of the Dirichlet prior on the per topic—word distribution
• θj is the topic distribution for document j
• ϕk is the word distribution for topic k
• zij is the topic for the ith word in document j
• wij is the specific word
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Figure 2.5.: Graphic Model of LDA (K: Topics, W: Word Vocabulary, D: Document)
The LDA model is equivalent to the following process for words and documents
[31]:
1. Choose θj ∼ Dir(α), where j ∈ 1, ..., D and Dir(α) is the Dirichlet distribution
for parameter α
2. Choose ϕk ∼ Dir(β), where k ∈ 1, ..., K and Dir(β) is the Dirichlet distribution
for parameter β
3. For each word in position of i, j:
• sample a topic zijMultinomial(θj)
• sample a word wijMultinomial(ϕzij)
where the parameters of the multinomials for topics in a document θj and words
in a topic ϕk have Dirichlet priors. Intuitively, we can interpret the multinomial
parameter ϕk as indicating which words are important in topic k and the parameter
θj as indicating which topics appear in document j [32]. Given the observed words w =
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wij, Bayesian inference is to compute the posterior distribution over the latent topic
indices z = zij, the mixing proportions θj, and the topics phik. An efficient inference
procedure is to use collapsed Gibbs sampling [32], where θ and ϕ are marginalized
and only the latent variables z are sampled. After the sampler has burned-in we
can calculate an estimate of θ and ϕ given z. We define summations of the data in
following way. When the index of Nwkj is i, then wij = w, zij = k, so that Nkj =∑
wNwkj and Nwk =
∑
j Nwkj [31]. In words, Nwk is the number of times the word w
is assigned to the topic k and Nkj is the number of times a word in document j has
been assigned to topic k [31]. Given the current state of all but one variable zij, the
conditional probability of zij is then [31]:







kj + α and bwk =
N¬ijwk + β
N¬ijk +Wβ





and the superscript ¬ij indicates that Nwkj is excluded from the corresponding
datum.
Gibbs sampling [32] is one possible approach to this calculation. It iterates mul-
tiple times over each word wij in document j and samples a new topic k for the word
based on the probability Equation 2.4, until the LDA model parameters converge.









Figures 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8 provide an example of how LDA works. Figure 2.6 shows
the example data for topic classification. With manual classification, these sentences
could be classified into two groups. The first three sentences could be classified to the
topic about food, while the last three could be classified to the topic about sports.
After the LDA processing, there are two major results. Figure 2.7 shows the leading
words in both topics. Topic 1 is about food and Topic 2 is about sports. Figure
2.8 shows the percentages of both topics in every sentence. For every sentence, the
red part of the scale indicates the probability related to food, while the blue part
indicates the probability related to sports.
Figure 2.6.: Sentences of using the LDA
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(a) Topic 1: Food
(b) Topic 2: Sports
Figure 2.7.: LDA Topics from the Sentences
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Figure 2.8.: Probability of LDA Topics in the Sentences
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3. DATA EXPLORATION AND PATTERN DISCOVERY
3.1 Study Areas
The study areas are four college cities in the Midwest United States: (1) West
Lafayette, IN, home of Purdue University; (2) Bloomington, IN, home of Indiana Uni-
versity; (3) Ann Arbor, MI, home of the University of Michigan; and (4) Columbus,
OH, home of The Ohio State University. The study areas are the same as used in the
work of Li [33].
3.1.1 West Lafayette, IN
As of the 2015 census estimate, West Lafayette, home of Purdue University, had a
population of 45,550, making it the most densely populated city in Indiana [34] [35].
West Lafayette is located in Tippecanoe County and is divided from its sister city,
Lafayette, by the Wabash River (Figure 3.1). West Lafayette covers 19.76km2 and its
population density is 2,125.9/km2. Purdue University had 39,409 students, of whom
29,497 were undergraduate students as of the fall semester of 2015 [36]. There are
15 residence halls at the university, which provides living places for one-third of the
single undergraduate students [37].
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Located in southern Indiana, Bloomington is the capital of Monroe County. It
is the 7th largest city in Indiana [38] and the 4th largest outside the Indianapolis
metropolitan area, with a population of 80,405 as of the 2010 census and 84,067 as
of the 2015 estimate [35]. Bloomington covers 60.50km2, with population density
around 1,340.4/km2 [38]. Located in Bloomington, Indiana University Bloomington
has 42,588 students, among whom 32,694 are undergraduates, and 12 residence halls
on campus are grouped into three neighborhoods [38].
Figure 3.2.: Topographic map of Bloomington, IN (the rectangle indicates the study
area)
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3.1.3 Ann Arbor, MI
Ann Arbor is a city in Michigan and the county seat of Washtenaw County. With
a population of 113,934 as of the 2010 census and 117,070 as of the 2015 estimate,
Ann Arbor is the 6th largest city in Michigan [35]. The city covers 74.33km2 and
had a population density of 1,580.7/km2 as of the 2010 census [39]. Ann Arbor is
the home of the University of Michigan as well as Concordia University Ann Arbor,
Cleary University, and a campus of the University of Phoenix, which shapes the city
as a college town [39]. The University of Michigan had 43,651 students in Fall 2015, of
whom 28,312 were undergraduate students. [40] The Ann Arbor campus is separated
into four main regions: North, Central, Medical, and South campuses. The Central
Campus, the Hill Area, and the North Campus contain the on-campus residence halls.
All first-year students and nearly 40% of undergraduates live on campus [41].
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Columbus is the largest city as well as the capital of Ohio. It is the 15th largest
city in the US with a population of 787,033 as of the 2010 census [42] and a popula-
tion of 850,106 as of the 2015 estimate [35]. The city has the largest population in
Ohio. The city covers 577.85km2, with a population density of 1,399.2/km2 [42]. The
city has a diversified economy, including education, insurance, banking, government,
energy, healthcare, retail, technology, food, clothing, logistics, and healthcare. Five
US Fortune 500 corporation headquarters are located in Columbus. The Ohio State
University, Columbus State Community College, and many private institutions are
located in Columbus [42]. The Ohio State University had 58,663 students in Fall
2015, of whom 45,289 were undergraduate students [43]. There are 31 on-campus
residence halls, located on the South, North, and West Campuses [44].
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Twitter data for this research were downloaded through the Twitter Streaming
Application Programming Interface (API), which provides developers with an easy
way to access Twitter data. There are three main streaming endpoints [45]:
• Public Streams: streams of public data flowing through Twitter can be pushed
• User Streams: streams of a single user, which contains almost all of the data
corresponding to the user, can be accessed
• Site Stream: streams of the multi-usersv́ersion of user streams
Because this research aims to detect events through geo-tagged tweets in the study
areas, the public stream method was used with ‘Tweepy’, a Python library, to conduct
the public streaming. The search terms used in the streaming were the coordinate
boundaries of the study areas (Table 3.1), and only the tweets attached with latitude
and longitude information were included, which are usually generated by smartphones
with GPS receivers.
Table 3.1: Coordinates of Boundary in Degrees of Four Study Areas
Study Area Southwest Corner Northeast Corner
West Lafayette, IN (-86.955772, 40.398212) (-86.889104, 40.491121)
Bloomington, IN (-86.623249, 39.101675) (-86.472874, 39.196459)
Ann Arbor, MI (-83.804226, 42.221002) (-83.673763, 42.322620)
Columbus, OH (-83.194656, 39.842747) (-82.773056, 40.204509)
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3.3 Patterns of General Public
3.3.1 Tweeting Frequency of Users
From Jan 1, 2014 to Dec 31, 2015, there were 6,405,638 tweets collected, with
115,231 from West Lafayette, 550,343 from Bloomington, 613,124 from Ann Arbor,
and 5,126,940 from Columbus. Columbus had the highest average number of tweets
per user, 49.91, while West Lafayette had the lowest rate, 17.55 tweets per user (Table
3.2).
Table 3.2: Number of Tweets and Distinct Users between 2014 and 2015
West Lafayette Bloomington Ann Arbor Columbus
# tweets 115,231 550,343 613,124 5,126,940
# distinct users 6,565 16,672 31,528 102,714
Average tweets
per user
17.55 33.01 19.45 49.91
3.3.2 Overall Temporal Pattern
The temporal density patterns of four cities are listed below. Figures 3.5 to 3.8
show the patterns by the day of the week, while Figures 3.9 to 3.12 show the patterns
by the hour of the day.
By the Day of the Week
All four campuses share a ‘W’ shape pattern, both for the number of tweets and
for the number of users in a week. The pattern gets a local maximum on Sunday,
then drop and get a local minimum on Tuesday, and then rise and get another local
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maximum on Wednesday, and then drop and get another local minimum on Thursday
or Friday, and then rise (Figure 3.5 to Figure 3.8). However, the patterns in Ann
Arbor and Columbus were more variable in a week than those in West Lafayette and
Bloomington. The ratio between the maximum and the minimum of tweets in a week
is applied to measure the variance of a week. Bloomington had the smallest ratio of
1.181, while Columbus had the largest ratio of 1.398 (Table 3.3).
Also, in all four cities, there were more tweets but a lower tweeting frequency per
user on weekends than on weekdays (Table 3.3). For West Lafayette and Bloomington,
this pattern was not significant, while Ann Arbor and Columbus tended to have a
‘weekend-oriented’ style.
Table 3.3: Patterns between Weekends and Weekdays
# tweets West Lafayette Bloomington Ann Arbor Columbus
Max Day of a Week 18,253 86,684 104,366 899.653
Min Day of a Week 14,801 72.211 73.872 643.772
Max/Min 1.233 1.181 1.371 1.398
Weekend Average 16,642 80,551 101,861 825,885
Weekday Average 16,389 77,848 81,880 695,043
Weekend/Weekday
Average
1.015 1.035 1.244 1.188
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Figure 3.5.: Number of Tweets and Users on Each Day of the Week between 2014
and 2015 in West Lafayette
Figure 3.6.: Number of Tweets and Users on Each Day of the Week between 2014
and 2015 in Bloomington
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Figure 3.7.: Number of Tweets and Users on Each Day of the Week between 2014
and 2015 in Ann Arbor
Figure 3.8.: Number of Tweets and Users on Each Day of the Week between 2014
and 2015 in Columbus
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By the Hour of the Day
The hourly patterns of four cities share some common features. The two hours
between 4 AM and 6 AM hit the minimum of the day. This is because most people
are typically asleep, and only a few people are using Twitter at this time. The most
active period for the four cities was between 8 PM and 10 PM, during which not
only the highest number of tweets but also the highest tweeting frequency per user
occurred. After this time, the number of tweets dropped until the next morning, so
did the tweeting frequency. In the morning, the number of tweets continued to rise
until 12 PM.
The major difference among these four cities was the period between 1 PM and 10
PM. For West Lafayette, the number of tweets hit the local maximum around 1 PM,
continued to drop to local minimum between 6 PM and 7 PM, and then increased to
peak between 9 PM and 10 PM (Figure 3.9). The pattern of Bloomington was similar
to that of West Lafayette, but the local minimum occurred between 5 PM and 6 PM
(Figure 3.10). For Ann Arbor, the number of tweets increased every hour until the
peak was reached. (Figure 3.11). For Columbus, the number of tweets and tweeting
frequency remained steady until 6 PM and then grew hourly until reaching the peak
(9 PM - 10 PM). (Figure 3.12). Also, the ratio between maximum and minimum are
varied from city to city, which cannot group any of them (Table 3.4).
Summary of Temporal Pattern
According to the daily pattern in a week, Ann Arbor and Columbus showed a
weekend-oriented preference with high variance, while West Lafayette and Blooming-
ton were stable.
In regard to the hourly pattern in a day, the four cities share some common
features, but also have high inner variance among them, which makes it difficult to
separate them into different groups.
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Table 3.4: Ratio between Maximum and Minimum Hours of a Day
# tweets West Lafayette Bloomington Ann Arbor Columbus
Max Hour of a
Day
7,026 38,878 42,101 397,514
Min Hour of a
Day
505 3,429 2,502 30,827
Max / Min 13.91 11.34 16.83 12.89
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Figure 3.9.: Number of Tweets and Users in Each Hour of the Day between 2014 and
2015 in West Lafayette
Figure 3.10.: Number of Tweets and Users in Each Hour of the Day between 2014
and 2015 in Bloomington
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Figure 3.11.: Number of Tweets and Users in Each Hour of the Day between 2014
and 2015 in Ann Arbor
Figure 3.12.: Number of Tweets and Users in Each Hour of the Day between 2014
and 2015 in Columbus
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3.3.3 Spatial Density
The spatial density of tweets in different cities is described in Table 3.5, and
the related heat maps are shown in Figure 3.13 to 3.16. In these heat maps, the
color of every location depends on the number of tweets within the radius around
that location. For West Lafayette, Bloomington, and Ann Arbor, this radius is 500
meters. For Columbus, this radius is 1500 meters.
West Lafayette is a typical college town, but it also has a large amount of farmland,
for it having the lowest density among the four cities; Ann Arbor is the densest city
(Table 3.5).
Table 3.5: Overall Spatial Density
West Lafayette Bloomington Ann Arbor Columbus
# tweets 115,231 550,343 613,124 5,126,940
Area of Bound-
ary Box (km2)
58.415 136.974 121.565 1447.333
#tweets per km2 1972.627 4017.865 5043.590 3542.336
The tweets from West Lafayette were concentrated on the Purdue campus, espe-
cially around the classroom buildings and dormitory buildings, such as Owen Resi-
dence Hall and Hicks Undergraduate Library. In addition, places such as The Avenue
and The Cottages on Lindberg, famous off-campus apartment complexes, were also
active (Figure 3.13).
For Bloomington, the tweets were concentrated in the northeast part of the city,
which is the campus of Indiana University Bloomington. Wright Quadrangle, Kirk-
wood Observatory, and the residence places near Recreational Sports Complex were
the most active places on campus (Figure 3.14).
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For Columbus, the biggest cluster of tweets was located on campus of Ohio State
University, especially in several residence halls, including Smith-Steed Hall, Park-
Stradley Hall, and Hitchcock Hall (Figure 3.16).
For Ann Arbor, the center of the city, which is the main campus of the University of
Michigan, had the highest percentages of the tweets. Unlike the other three campuses
which had some areas of concentrations, the tweets from the University of Michigan
were distributed quite evenly around the campus (Figure 3.15).
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Figure 3.13.: Spatial Density with Radius of 500 Meters of Tweets in West Lafayette,
IN
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Figure 3.14.: Spatial Density with Radius of 500 Meters of Tweets in Bloomington,
IN
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Figure 3.15.: Spatial Density with Radius of 500 Meters of Tweets in Ann Arbor, MI
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Figure 3.16.: Spatial Density with Radius of 1,500 Meters of Tweets in Columbus,
OH
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3.4 Patterns of Individuals
3.4.1 Workflow
In this research, we chose to analyze the most active users, who tweet at least
once per day on average. Because the distribution between users and their tweeting
number follows a power law, in other words, because most users are in the long tail
part, which was not possible to make a convincing prediction due to the limited
number of tweets. In this case, we chose the 20 most active users as our target users
in every study area, attempting to discover their daily tweeting pattern.
There were two parameters that we had to manually select for DBSCAN in this
project. One was the minimum number of points (MinPts) for a cluster, while the
other was the radius of a cluster (ε). The original paper of DBSCAN [17] shows that
if the number of minPts is less than 4, DBSCAN might include random points as
clusters. Therefore, minPts was set to be 4. Another parameter ε was set to be 100
meters, which is an experienced value, in order to cover most school buildings and
residence halls on campus.
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The workflow of discovering specific user’s patterns includes three steps:
1. Group tweets of an individual user by the hour of the tweets, applying DBSCAN
to detect potential clusters.
(a) 6 AM - 7 AM (b) 7 AM - 8 AM
(c) 8 AM - 9 AM (d) 9 AM - 10 AM
Figure 3.17.: Clusters from the User of ID 264010104 in Different Periods
In Figure 3.17, the colors indicate the probability of clusters, while the pinpoints
and their circles reflect the centers and radii of the detected clusters, and the time
stamp at the bottom of each map indicates the periods of these clusters.
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2. Calculate the number of tweets, comprehensive probability, radius, keywords,
and other information for every cluster.
Figure 3.18.: Sample of a Cluster from the User of ID 1055968878 between 7 AM
and 8 AM in 2014
There is a cluster in Figure 3.18. This cluster is between 7 AM and 8 AM and con-
tains 10 tweets. In terms of predicting of the userś pattern, this user has a probability
of 50.00% of staying in the circle with the radius of 19.45 meters.
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3. Summarize the probabilities of different types of clusters to analyze and un-
derstand the tweeting pattern of the user.
Figure 3.19.: Sample of Tweeting Frequency Bar Chart
In the frequency bar chart in Figure 3.19, different colors indicate the sum of the
probabilities of different types of clusters. The legends correspond the legends in
Figure 3.18:
• ‘Frequently’ is the sum of the probabilities of the clusters that have a probability
greater than or equal to 50%
• ‘Often’ is the sum of the probabilities of the clusters that have a probability
between 20% and 49%
• ‘Sometimes’ is the sum of the probabilities of the clusters that have a probability
between 5% and 19%
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• ‘Rarely’ is the sum of the probabilities of the clusters that have a probability
less than 5%
• ‘Unknown’ is the difference of 100% and the probabilities of all clusters
In the frequency bar chart, the more probability with high frequency, the more con-
centrated pattern would be presented. If a large percentage is labeled with ‘Rarely’,
the user would probably show up in various places on different days, indicating a
highly diverse pattern. For most users, even the most active ones, the periods be-
tween midnight and sunrise might be filled with ‘Unknown’ type, which is normal since
it is time for bed. This characteristic of the bar chart could reflect usersb́iological
clocks.
With the workflow, we can depict a normal day of a specific user with 24 maps.
For every cluster of the user, we can apply its probability to know whether the user
was living or working there or just passing by. We can also use keywords to know
the context of the events. Furthermore, the tweeting frequency bar chart depicts the
patterns of a specific user in different periods.
3.4.2 Implementation of Individuals’ Patterns
Besides the basic understandings, data from different years could provide us with
a unique view of the change in a userś pattern. This section provides an example of
how to analyze and understand one specific user’s patterns via data of different years.
In Figure 3.20, there are two maps showing different clusters, which are from the
same user in the same hourly periods, but one is from 2014, and the other is from
2015. It is clear that the tweeting location changed from 2014 to 2015, but it is in the
evening, and the centers of clusters in these two maps are both student dormitories.
Hence, according to these clues, a reasonable guess based on these two figures is that
this user has moved hir or her apartment from the Owen Residence Hall to the Hilltop
Apartments.
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(a) 10 PM - 11 PM in 2014 (b) 10 PM - 11 PM in 2015
Figure 3.20.: Clusters from the User of ID 48076859 in West Lafayette
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In addition to the information in the Figure 3.20, Figure 3.21 provides a temporal
view of the overall pattern. Figure 3.21 depicts the structures of the tweeting patterns
of this user. One major difference between these two figures is that the percentages
labeled with ‘Frequently’ in 2014 are much higher than the ones in 2015. In 2014,
the user preferred to stay in one specific place rather than several places, especially
in the evening, while the figure showed a less concentrated pattern in 2015. Another
difference is the ‘Unknown’ parts. The ‘Unknown’ parts reflect the probability that
the locations of the user cannot be identified. However, if the ‘Unknown’ parts happen
between the midnight and the sunrise, it could indicate the biological clock. In this
case, we could tell that the user slept between 4 AM and 8 AM in 2014, while this
user went to bed one hour earlier and woke up one hour later in 2015.
(a) 2014 (b) 2015
Figure 3.21.: Temporal Bars from the User of ID 48076859 in West Lafayette
3.5 Summary
This chapter provides an overview of the data and its temporal and spatial pat-
terns. For the temporal patterns, the four cities share some common points in fluc-
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tuation patterns by the day of the week and by the hour of the day. For spatial
patterns, the hottest areas in the four cities are the campus areas.
This chapter also presents the analyses of the individual’s patterns. With the
DBSCAN workflow used for clustering, it is possible to depict a profile of the user
and predict the user’s activities. By comparing the user’s patterns in different periods,




We have discussed the individual’s pattern analysis in the previous section. For
an individual user, it is easy for us to determine their daily patterns and depict their
activities in a typical day, but it is hard to provide a detailed list of every event
the user encountered because of the limited number of tweets of a single user. But
with the power of all the tweets from the general public, it is feasible to detect some
important events in the cities.
Figure 4.1.: Clusters of Detected Events in July 2014 around the campus of the
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor
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In this study, the data clustering method is ST-DBSCAN. Unlike DBSCAN, ST-
DBSCAN requires 4 parameters as input: maximum spatial distance value (ε1), max-
imum temporal distance value (ε2), minimum number of points within ε1 and ε2
distance (minPts), and threshold value for inclusion in a cluster (δε). According
to [17], there is a simple heuristic way to estimate the number of ε1 and minPts.
This suggests that minPts = ln(n) where n is the size of the database. It then
applies k − nearestneighbors for each object, where k is equal to minPts. Next, we
could plot a sorted graph for the values of k−distance. The first ‘valley’ of the graph
is the ε1 that we need.
Theoretically, this method could provide good estimates for minPts and ε1. How-
ever, there is a major problem in implement this method for event detection. The
estimation of parameters depends on the size of the data set (n) and spatial distribu-
tion pattern, while the inner characteristics of events do not depend on the variation
of the data set.
In this case, with some knowledge of event detection, some experience values could
make this mission easier. For ε1, 100 meters could cover most events but also reduce
noise. For minPts, ten could be a good number for reducing a lot of noise. For ε2,
30 minutes could be a good fit. While some events could last for several hours, most
of them cannot maintain that many points in every 30-minute period, which it is a
safe setting. For minPts, 4 is the same as that in DBSCAN. For δε, its function is to
set up a boundary estimation of two clusters. Since we do not have prior knowledge
of the duration of events, this parameter was ignored in the practical experiment.
After ST-DBSCAN, this study applied LDA for topics modeling. The trickiest pa-
rameter for LDA is the number of potential topics (K). According to [25], perplexity
is recommended as a criterion for performance evaluation: the lower the perplexity,
the better the model [46]. A practical way of perplexity estimation is to plot the
relation graph between K and perplexity and then choose the K with the perplexity.
But according to [47], the predictive likelihood (or equivalently, perplexity) for topic
modeling and human judgment on topics are often not correlated, and may even
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sometimes be slightly anti-correlated instead. In this case, we still apply the best
guess of K based on the plot between K and perplexity, but adjusting it accord-
ing to the topic structure of the sentences and the number of sentences attached to
specific topics.
This section will describe the workflow of event detection and then provide some
examples for both known events and potential events.
4.2 Workflow
1. Group tweets by day, generate charts showing the number of tweets and users
by the day of the month.
Figure 4.2.: Daily Pattern of March 2014 in West Lafayette
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2. Apply ST-DBSCAN to cluster the tweets of every day. For every cluster, cal-
culate the number of tweets, the number of unique users, the radius, and other
features of the cluster.
Figure 4.3.: A Cluster about a Musical Show on March 7, 2014 in West Lafayette
(ε1 = 100 meters, ε2 = 30 minutes, minPts = 10)
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3. Plot its spatial and temporal patterns.
Figure 4.4.: Spatial Pattern of the Musical Show
Figure 4.5.: Temporal Pattern of the Musical Show
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4. Count the word frequency.
Figure 4.6.: Word Frequency of the Musical Show
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5. Apply LDA to identify potential topics in the cluster and analyze the structure
of every tweet.
(a) Topic 1: BMOC Dominate (b) Topic 2: BMOC2014 Dominate
Figure 4.7.: Structures of LDA Topics of the Musical Show
Figure 4.8.: Structures of Sentences under LDA Topics of the Musical Show
In Figure 4.7, the number of sentences on every topic is determined by the sentence
structure in Figure 4.8. For example, if the probability construction of a sentence is as
follows: 60% for Topic 1, 40% for Topic 2, then this sentence is labeled as a sentence
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of Topic 1, and so on for other sentences. Then, the number of sentences is summed
up for every topic.
4.3 Retrieve Known Events
This part provides some examples of retrieval events to learn more about some
well-known events that have occurred. This will showcase the efficiency of this
method.
4.3.1 A Gunshot at Purdue
The first event is a piece of sad news that happened at the beginning of 2014 on
the Purdue Campus. This shooting occurred in the Electrical Engineering building
around noon on January 21 [48]. After the gunshot, all people on campus were asked
to remain sheltered in place. This sudden and shocking event spread very quickly,
and people all over West Lafayette, especially students on campus, talked about this
on Twitter. During the lock-down period, students went on Twitter for the latest
updates from Purdue official accounts as well as their friends, and they tweeted or
retweeted about the event.
Figure 4.9 shows the daily pattern of January, and it is obvious that the number
of tweets on January 21 was an extreme.
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Figure 4.9.: Number of Tweets and Users in West Lafayette in January 2014
Two sets of parameters in Table 4.1 are applied for the analysis of the pattern of
the gunshot, and the reasons will be described later.
Table 4.1: Two Sets of Parameters for ST-DBSCAN for the Gunshot Event
No. ε1 (meters) ε2 (minutes) #minPts
1 100 30 4
2 200 60 10
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Figure 4.10.: Daily Pattern on January 21, 2014 in West Lafayette (ε1 = 100 meters,
ε2 = 30 minutes, minPts = 4)
As we can see in Figure 4.10, there were twelve clusters on that day. We pulled
out the information of the hottest clusters, that is, those having more than 50 tweets,
which are shown in red, for more details. Cluster 1 is in the main study area of the
campus, and Cluster 2 comprises most residence halls in the center of the campus.
Cluster 3 is in the Cary Quadrangle, which is also a residence hall building, and
Cluster 4 covers the residence halls on the west side of the campus.
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(a) Spatial Pattern (b) Temporal Pattern
Figure 4.11.: Patterns of Cluster 1 in the Main Study Area of the Purdue Campus
(a) Spatial Pattern (b) Temporal Pattern
Figure 4.12.: Patterns of Cluster 2 in the Central Residence Halls of Purdue Campus
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(a) Spatial Pattern (b) Temporal Pattern
Figure 4.13.: Patterns of Cluster 3 in the Cary Quadrangle
(a) Spatial Pattern (b) Temporal Pattern
Figure 4.14.: Patterns of Cluster 4 in the Western Residence Halls of the Purdue
Campus
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Among these four clusters, Cluster 1 contains the most tweets. If we take the
temporal pattern as stairs and the ‘huge jump’ of the stairs as the signal of an event,
Cluster 1 and Cluster 2 are the clusters that provide the earliest reaction to the
gunshot. After reading the content of the tweets, we confirm that Cluster 1 was the
earliest one, followed by Cluster 2, 3, and 4.
In addition to understandings of every cluster related to the gunshot, we wanted
to have a general view of the reaction to this event. Thus two sets of parameters
were required to apply ST-DBSCAN in the previous discussion. By applying a larger
threshold for the parameters, we were able to generate a single cluster that incorpo-
rated the four clusters we mentioned above and other small clusters that contributed
to the event discussion. Although this process could introduce some noise points, it
is fine because the news about the gunshot dominated Purdue on that day.
In Figure 4.15, the major cluster incorporates most clusters displayed in Figure
4.10, which improves our comprehensive understanding of the event on campus.
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Figure 4.15.: Major Cluster about the Gunshot on January 21, 2014 in West Lafayette
(ε1 = 200 meters, ε2 = 60 minutes, minPts = 10)
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According to the temporal pattern in Figure 4.16, we can see that a ‘huge jump’
occurred around 12 PM, which is consistent with the information from the four small
clusters. We could also find that the discussion turns out to be lively between 12:00
PM and 3:30 PM. After that, the discussion keeps going with a temperate style until
the midnight.
Figure 4.16.: Temporal Pattern of the Major Cluster about the Gunshot
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In Figure 4.17, four clusters from Figure 4.11 to 4.14 are roughly coherent to the
four ovals. Because the scene of the crime, the Electrical Engineering building, is in
oval 1, this could explain why Cluster 1 provides the earliest signal. Also, we can
see that the oval of the scene of the crime does not show the highest frequency of
tweets, which could reflect that people concerned their safety and kept away from the
gunshot at that time.
Figure 4.17.: Spatial Pattern of the Major Cluster about the Gunshot
In Figure 4.18, ‘Purdue’ turns out to be the hottest word, which means this event
was highly related to Purdue, as we know. The words such as ‘shooting’, ‘shot’,
‘shooter’, ‘police’, and ‘purdueshooting’ show that the gunshot event spread across
the whole campus. Words such as ‘prayforpurdue’, ‘love’, ‘crazy’, and ‘hope’ reflect
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some of the emotions and attitudes of Twitter users towards this gunshot event. The
word ‘ee’ stands for Electrical Engineering building, which is the scene of the crime.
Figure 4.18.: Word Frequency of the Major Cluster about the Gunshot
A perplexity chart is a suggested way to make a proper guess regarding the number
of topics. To achieve this, the number of topics should have a low perplexity and be
kept small. Figure 4.19 shows the distribution between the perplexity and the number
of the topics, ranging from 2 to 10. In this case, 6 would be the proper number of
topics. In this estimation, Topic 6 has the most numbers of sentences. Topic 1,
Topic 4, and Topic 5 are the topics that contribute most to the keywords ‘shooting’,
‘shooter’, and ‘shot’, which makes these topics the most significant indicators of
this accident. Topic 3 and Topic 6 both reflect the feelings after the shocking news.
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Considering the keywords and probabilities of keywords in Topic 2, the topic of normal
school life is less related to the event and could be an effect of noise.
Figure 4.19.: Distribution of the Perplexity and the Number of Topics of the Major
Cluster about the Gunshot
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(a) Topic 1: Shot and Shooting (b) Topic 2: School Life
(c) Topic 3: Feelings about Shooting (d) Topic 4: Actions of Shooting
(e) Topic 5: Actions of Shooting (f) Topic 6: Feelings about Shooting
Figure 4.20.: Topics of the Major Cluster about the Gunshot
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4.3.2 Saint Patrick’s Day in Columbus
Saint Patrick’s Day is a religious and cultural celebration held on March 17 ev-
ery year [49]. The day is in memory of the foremost patron saint of Ireland [49].
Nowadays, it has become an international festival celebrating Irish culture through
parades, special foods, the color green [49].
On March 17, 2014, there was a great celebration of Saint Patrick’s Day in Colum-
bus, including a huge parade across the city.
To analyze this event, we pulled out the data from March 17, 2014 to see what it
would reveal.
In the first attempt, the parameters were 100 meters for ε1, 30 minutes for ε2,
and 10 for minPts. However, we were unable to find any clusters with significant
features related to Saint Patrick’s Day. A more flexible threshold was then applied in
the second attempt. In the second attempt, we increased ε1 from 100 meters to 200
meters, while the other parameters remained the same. As a result, the cluster in
Figure 4.21 with a large radius of over 900 meters is supposed to be the study target.
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Figure 4.21.: Cluster of Saint Patrick’s Day on March 17, 2014 in Columbus
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From Figure 4.22, it is clear that the event was discussed all over the campus of
Ohio State University, and the spatial patterns were not concentrated in one specific
location. One possible reason for this is that with a larger threshold for ε1, the cluster
includes a significant amount of noise, most of which were normal chats from students.
Figure 4.22.: Spatial Pattern of Saint Patrick’s Day
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In Figure 4.23, the discussion started in the early morning around 8 AM and
ended around 3:30 PM.
Figure 4.23.: Temporal Pattern of Saint Patrick’s Day
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In Figure 4.24, ‘Saint’ is abbreviated to ‘st’ and ‘green’ refers to the traditional
color of the celebration. Because ‘Patrick’ is supposed to appear with ‘St’, it is
surprising that the word ‘Patrick’ is not in the list of top 20 words. The reason for
this is that besides ‘Patrick’, people used different words referring to ‘Patrick’, such as
‘Pat’, ‘Patty’, and ‘Paddy’, which diluted the actual word frequency. After manually
summing up the word frequency of some typical transformations, the word frequency
of ‘Patrick’ was founded to be 22, which ranks 9th in the word frequency chart.
Figure 4.24.: Word Frequency of Saint Patrick’s Day
In Figure 4.25, only Topics 4 and 5 have some highly related words such as ‘wear-
ing’, ‘green’, ‘Irish’, ‘St’, and ‘Patrick’s’, while others mostly describe the events
related to studentsd́aily activities and are regarded as noise.
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(a) Topic 1: School Life (b) Topic 2: School Life
(c) Topic 3: School Life (d) Topic 4: Color of Saint Patrick’s Day
(e) Topic 5: Feelings about Saint Patrick’s
Day (f) Topic 6: School Life
Figure 4.25.: Topics of Saint Patrick’s Day
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4.4 Detect Unknown Events
The previous section provides two examples of how to analyze and understand the
patterns of events. It shows that Twitter data can be useful, but this is not enough.
This section provides examples of how to discover events using the Twitter data itself
and without any prior knowledge about the event.
The workflow of unknown event detection is slightly different from the retrieval
of known events. As in Figure 4.26, there are 1,376 clusters on the map, and most of
the clusters are noise for event detection. To reduce noise, two new parameters are
introduced for the clusters:
• minimum number of involved users (minUsers)
• minimum frequency of the top word (minFw)
These two parameters are the criteria to filter clusters after ST-DBSCAN clus-
tering. There are some reasons why these two parameters should be applied. For
minUsers, if a cluster has only a few users involved, the event correlating to this
cluster is unlikely to have much social impact, since perhaps only one or two people
were speaking privately. Providing a threshold for the number of users could prevent
too much noise. For minFw, even if a cluster has some users involved, if the frequency
of the top word is small, all other words are of low frequency. In this case, the topics
in this cluster are highly diversified, and this cluster has a high probability of being
noise.
After applying the constraints of minUsers and minFw, Figure 4.27 shows good
noise filtering. The following examples in this section are all have the following set
of parameters: 100 meters for ε1, 30 minutes for ε2, 10 for minPts, 2 for minUsers,
and 5 for minFw.
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Figure 4.26.: 1376 Clusters without Constraints of minUsers and minFw in February
2014 in Ann Arbor
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Figure 4.27.: 76 Clusters with minUsers for 2 and minFw for 5 in February 2014 in
Ann Arbor
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4.4.1 Beer Festival in Bloomington
Figure 4.28 shows a cluster on April 12, 2014 in southwest Bloomington, and
there are some interesting keywords: ‘beer’, ‘craft’, ‘fest’, and drinking, which highly
indicates that there might have been a beer-drinking event.
Figure 4.28.: Cluster of the Bloomington Craft Beer Festival on April 12, 2014 in
Bloomington
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In Figure 4.29, notice the scale bar on the heat map. This event was pretty dense
at this location. After geocoding the center of the cluster, the address is near Woolery
Stone Mill, which is consistent with the location information in Figure 4.31 [50], an
announcement about the beer festival. For the temporal pattern in Figure 4.30, the
active period was between 1:30 PM and 6 PM, while Figure 4.31 indicates that it
was happening between 3 PM and 7 PM. A possible explanation is that some people
gathered with their friends earlier than the opening time, and people became less
active at the end of the beer festival.
Figure 4.29.: Spatial Pattern of the Bloomington Craft Beer Festival on April 12,
2014
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Figure 4.30.: Temporal Pattern of the Bloomington Craft Beer Festival on April 12,
2014
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Figure 4.31.: Announcement about the Bloomington Craft Beer Festival from Bloom
Magazine
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In Figure 4.32, ‘bloomington’, ‘beer’, ‘craft’, ‘fest’, and ‘drinking’ were the top
five words that dominated the word frequency chart, while other words showed a
low frequency. The reason of this obvious pattern is that there are two common
templates that people used when tweeting, one is ‘Drinking ...... @ bloomington craft
beer fest’, and the other is ‘I’m at bloomington craft beer fest (Bloomington, IN) ......
’. These formatted tweets identified themselves in the structure of the word frequency
chart. With this understanding of the concentration of topics, rather than using the
number of the topics with the lowest perplexity, we selected 2 as the number of topics
when implementing LDA. The result met our expectations and allowed us to identify
the topics clearly. The top five words in the word frequency chart all had a high
probability in Topic 1, and 85 sentences belonged to Topic 1, while only 22 sentences
belonged to Topic 2. Notice that in Topic 2, the top word ‘bloomingtoncraftbeerfest’,
a popular hashtag used during the event, is a combination of ‘bloomington’, ‘beer’,
‘craft’, and ‘fest’.
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Figure 4.32.: Word Frequency of the Bloomington Craft Beer Festival on April 12,
2014
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(a) Topic 1: Drinking Beer at Bloomington Craft Beer Fest
(b) Topic 2: Tweets with Hashtag of ‘Bloomingtoncraftbeerfest’
Figure 4.33.: Topics of the Bloomington Craft Beer Festival
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4.4.2 Football Games in Ann Arbor
When studying the events in Ann Arbor, two clusters that occurred in October
2015 caught our attention. The spatial centers of both clusters were in Michigan
Stadium, and they were close to each other. Moreover, other features such as the
number of tweets, the number of users, temporal pattern, and even the word frequency
pattern were similar to each other. Noticing the location of the clusters and the
keyword ‘football’ in both word frequency charts, we supposed that two football













Figure 4.36.: Temporal Patterns of the Football Games at Michigan Stadium
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Many keywords are overlapping in the frequency chart of these two games in Figure
4.37. There are some interesting findings. In both keyword lists, ‘blue’, ‘goblue’,
and ‘wolverines’ caught our attention, as the color of the University of Michigan
is blue, and the name of the college football team is the Wolverines. In the chart
of October 10th, the keywords ‘northwestern’ and ‘wildcats’ refer to Northwestern
University, while in the chart of October 17th ‘msu’ and ‘spartans’ refer to Michigan
State University. Thus, we know the Wolverinesópponents in these two games.
Besides the basic information of the games, the most important thing that we
want to know was the performance of the teams. Although ‘blue’ and ‘goblue’ in
both charts are similar, but their frequency on October 17th are less than on October
10th. It seems that the Michigan students were less enthusiastic in their support for
their team in regard to tweeting for the second game on October 17th. Another clue
is that ‘gogreen’ appears in the word frequency chart of the second game, which is
somehow opposite of ‘goblue’. With these clues, we can tell that in the second game
the Wolverines received less support and more resistance than in the first game. As
for the topics, there were also some differences in the coherences of the word frequency
charts. In Figure 4.38, all topics referred to the celebration by the Wolverines, while
there are some different voices in Figure 4.39, especially in Topic 4 and Topic 5.
Topic 4 has a high probability of ‘spartans’. Both Topic 4 and Topic 5 have a high
probability of ‘gogreen’, which mentions a color other than blue. In sum, we are able
to conclude that the performance of the Wolverines in the game on October 17th was
not as good as the one on October 10th.
According to the game records in Figure 4.40 [51], there were, in fact, two football
games on these two dates. On October 10, 2015, the opponent was the Northwestern
Wildcats, and Michigan Wolverines won 38 - 0. On October 17, 2015, the opponent





Figure 4.37.: Word Frequency of the Football Games at Michigan Stadium
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(a) Topic 1: Football House Game (b) Topic 2: Football House Game
(c) Topic 3: University of Michigan vs North-
western University
(d) Topic 4: Excited Feelings about Football
Game
(e) Topic 5: Homecoming Victory (f) Topic 6: Homecoming Victory
Figure 4.38.: Topics of the Football Games on October 10, 2015 at Michigan Stadium
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(a) Topic 1: Happy Feelings about Football
Game
(b) Topic 2: University of Michigan vs Michi-
gan State University
(c) Topic 3: Football House Game (d) Topic 4: Go Green
(e) Topic 5: Spartans Go Green
Figure 4.39.: Topics of the Football Games on October 17, 2015 at Michigan Stadium
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This chapter describes the results and analysis of both individual patterns and
event detection, providing significant evidence for the efficiency of the methodology.
For individuals’ patterns, we were able to determine the user’s spatial patterns by
the hour of the day as well as the context of the activities. This in turn depicted the
typical day of the user as well as predicted the probability of the user’s appearance
on Twitter. Comparing different periods, we were able to detect changes in the user’s
patterns.
For event detection, there are two scenarios, one for the retrieval of known events
and one for the detection of unknown events. In the section of known events, the
gunshot at Purdue and St. Patrick’s Day in Columbus were discussed. These are
two well-known events in the cities, and the patterns of these events reveal their
features and influence on the public. For the case of the gunshot at Purdue, this
research compared the effects of different settings of parameters, showing that larger
thresholds for parameters are preferred when dealing with a regional event. For St.
Patrick’s Day in Columbus, this research revealed that one central meaning could
be represented by many words, which could affect the accuracy rate of the results.
In the detection of unknown events, the beer festival in Bloomington and football
games in Ann Arbor were discussed. Both events concentrated around a particular
center, and there were significant features allowing us to form conclusions regarding
the basic details of the events through our results. In the case of the beer festival,
we determined that if the tweets followed the same pattern, it would be much easier
to extract the textual information and its internal relations. For the football games,
since the two football games followed similar patterns, the textual information could




This thesis explores the capability of utilizing Twitter data to reveal the mobility
patterns of the Twitter users as well as to identify real-world events in Midwestern
college cities.
The results reflect normal human activity patterns. The distribution of the num-
ber of users and the number of tweets was discovered to follow a power law, which
allows this research only to determine the patterns of the most active users. In
this regard, the research provides a methodology that is successful in determining
a probability of every cluster the user might be in during particular periods as well
as other metadata of the cluster, such as the radius and keywords of the activity.
All these information could depict a general profile of the activities of a user. With
the comparison of features of multiple periods, such as different years or months,
this methodology could reveal changes in the spatiotemporal patterns of the Twitter
users.
For event detection, this research introduces a workflow to analyze the spatiotem-
poral and textual patterns of an unknown event. When dealing with massive amounts
of Twitter data, ST-DBSCAN provides a list of robust clusters that could be the possi-
ble events. Metadata of the clusters could filter themselves, and then only the clusters
with significant textual signals would be highlighted. LDA can classify the tweets in
a cluster into several reasonable topics, which could improve the understanding of
the structure of the textual information. In regard to event detection, this research
conducted two types of experiments: one for retrieval of known events and the other
to reveal unknown events.
The gunshot at Purdue and St. Partick’s Day in Columbus are two examples for
retrieval. For the gunshot at Purdue, this research determined that the outbreak of
tweets occurred around 12:15 PM and also identified the locations where many users
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were talking about the gunshot. It also identified several central topics about this
news, such as general information related to the gunshot, the location of the gunshot,
the reaction of the students and the police, and the feelings of the students after the
gunshot. For the St. Patrick’s Day in Columbus, this research found that the most
popular location of the tweets was around the campus. The research revealed some
features of the impact of this event among the users. This event also introduced a
problem, when people used different words, such as ‘Pat’, ‘Patty’, and ‘Paddy’, to
refer ‘Patrick’. The fact that different words might indicate the same meaning could
diffuse the actual impact of the central words as a result of the transformations.
The Beer Festival in Bloomington and the football games in Ann Arbor are two
examples for possible event discovery. The beer festival in Bloomington was con-
centrated on a particular location, and its temporal pattern also matched the event
information. For the textual information, since most Twitter users were using similar
sentence structures when tweeting, it is easy to identify the event based on the word
frequency. For the football games in Ann Arbor, this research discovered two games
within a week. These two games had similar spatial and temporal patterns, but dif-
ferent textual information patterns. The game on October 10, 2015 was dominated
by the Wolverine, which is the football team of University of Michigan, while the
other game on October 17, 2015 did not have many home advantages. This difference
helped us to determine the performance of the teams, which was supported by the
news reports.
All these examples show the capability and potential of utilizing Twitter to dis-
cover real-world events as well as to reveal some internal details about the events.
However, there are some limitations in the research. The use of Twitter data
may result in biases in a social study. Twitter requires users to enable the geo-tag
function, the motivations of users to do this are unknown, which means that the data
set might not be randomly sampled. Also, because the number of geo-tagged tweets
represents only 1% to 2% of the total tweets, most events that happened in the real
world are not recorded by the geo-tagged tweets. In this case, the Twitter data could
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reveal some events, but not every event in the real world could find a match in the
Twitter data.
Other limitations stem from the workflow and methodology. In this research,
the processing of textual information does not include UTF-8 characters, such as
emojis, or languages other than English, which reduces the size of the dataset. Also,
for events that last for several days, such as a graduation commencement, extra
works are needed for data combining. There are also some limitations in textual
information processing. One is hashtag processing. For example, ‘#prayforpurdue’
and ‘#bloomingtoncraftbeerfest’ represent ‘pray for Purdue’ and ‘Bloomington Craft
Beer Fest’, respectively, but this workflow will take the hashtag as an individual word
instead of a combination of several words. Another limitation is the abbreviation.
For example, ‘cod’ is short for ‘Call of Duty’, a PC game, in a cluster, but it might
have other meanings in other contexts, which requires extra effort to understand the
meaning of the words.
One possible future direction of this research concerns the techniques, with the
aim of providing meticulous parameters for applying ST-DBSCAN when revealing
different types of events or to come up a better algorithm for filtering the spatiotem-
poral information. Also, having a better understanding of textual information could
facilitate the interpretation of the events. This research uses only the basic LDA
algorithm in topic clustering, but some advanced algorithms may depict the textual
information better.
Another future direction of this research is to incorporate various types of datasets,
such as data from other social media, land use data, traffic data, census data, and
economic data. This combination could provide some interesting topics such as trans-
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